BayGenomics ES cell line XE330
RRID:CVCL_PM91
Type: Cell Line

Proper Citation

(RRID:CVCL_PM91)

Cell Line Information

URL: https://web.expasy.org/cellosaurus/CVCL_PM91
Proper Citation: (RRID:CVCL_PM91)
Description: Cell line BayGenomics ES cell line XE330 is a Embryonic stem cell with a species of origin Mus musculus (Mouse)
Sex: Male
Defining Citation: PMID:12520002
Comments: Breed/subspecies: 129P2/Ola., Knockout cell: MGI; MGI:1929091; Sinhcaf.
Category: Embryonic stem cell
Organism: Mus musculus (Mouse)
Name: BayGenomics ES cell line XE330
Synonyms: XE330
Cross References: MMRRC:MMRRC:007596-UCD, Wikidata:Q54784107
ID: CVCL_PM91
Hierarchy: CVCL_9108

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for BayGenomics ES cell line XE330.

No alerts have been found for BayGenomics ES cell line XE330.

Data and Source Information

Source: Cellosaurus

Usage and Citation Metrics

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.